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President's Message
The President's Message for June is more a letter of
Thank You to the whole membership for your constant cooperation and willingness to serve wherever needed. I
belong to several dog clubs ~nd believe every word when
I say, "Gang, you're the Greatest"!
I think we are all
very much like our hounds with a good sense of humor to
get us through the difficult times and enough stubbornness to get the job done. It has been a pleasure to serve
you.
I would like .to take this opportunity to applaud some
special people in our club who serve above and beyond,
such as Belle Hays our Bugle editor who never complains
and does a huge amount of work with little reward or
assistance. While we're in the Hays dept., many thanks
are due John our Treasurer who has guided us wisely and
well 'till we are more ~han comfortably off financially;
however, I'm not forgetting who put the money into the
treasury in the first place!! Few breed clubs as small
as ours have as much "security" as we do. Thank you.John,
and the folks who gave so mueh.
Robin Burchett and Linda Souza our Secretaries over
the past two years who do another big job; so many thanks
for your wonderful cooperation.
To Russ Greene - thanks for all the times you've had
to fill in for me. It was great, and to all the board
members past and present who have helped keep the ship
on course. Everyone who has had a job to do has done it
well and sincerely - what more can we ask?
One more 'mention' before I stop is one of gratitude
for our Show Chairpersons and their faithful committees.
Without good shows we wouldn't be worth salt.
And so it is time to sign out for the last time.
Please give our new President, Marilyn Shaw, the same
cooperation you have given me and all will be well with
N. C. I. W. C.
My "baby" is growing up and I'm so proud
of it.
May the road rise up to meet you,
May the wind be always at your back,
May the sun shine warm upon your face,
May the rains fall soft upon your fields,
And, until we meet again,
May God hold you in the palm of His hands.
God bless,
Ma ry Major

MINUTES
SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
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April 21,1985
Due notice having been given a Special Club Meeting was held on
April 21, 1'985 at 738 Sutro Avenue, Novato, to consider incorporation
of the Club. 22 members in good standing, constituting a quorum as
defined in Article II, Section 2 of the By-Laws, being present, the
Treasurer, after due discussion, was unanimously authorized and
directed to incorporate the Club as a Non-Profit Mutual Benefit
Corporation pursuant to California Corporation Code Section 7121 and
to apply for tax exempt status under both federal and state law.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
BOARD MEETING - APRIL 21, 1985
The meeting was called to order at 1:30 PM at the Gabriels' home in
Novato. Present were: Mary Major, Russ Greene,· Robin and Terry Burchett,
John and Belle Hays, Jane Kit Christie and Donald Rasmusson, Sue and
Stuart Hall, Janet and Cliff Souza, Susan Kinloch, Marilyn and Greg
Shaw, Ken Taylor, Ron and Joan Trifelett ~ , Chuck and Arlene Stockham
and, of course, Ken and Carol Gabriel.
TREASURER'S REPORT: John Hays asked that the first item of business
to be discussed should be our incorporation, since a special general
membership meeting had been called (and fliers had been sent). John
presented the case for incorporation stating that it would simplify
the process of applying for tax-exempt status and p-rovide added
protection against certain types of legal liability. It will cost
the club between $500 to $700 to incorporate, and John would apply
for and obtain a non-profit California Corporation tax exemption
from the federal and state governments. The membership voted and
approved incorporation.
The treasurer reported a balance as of the end of March of $6181.53.
Ken Taylor purchased a NCIWC banner (which was used in the St. Patty's
Day Parade) for $247.00, and John arranged insurance with apremium
of $202.00. With incoming dues, the balance as of April 15th is
around $5500.00 .
SECRETARY'S REPORT: Robin Burchett reported rece1v1ng some information
mail from AKC dealing with Shows. She will forward this to Paula Martin.
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Board Meeting cont'dMEMBERSHIP REPORT: Jane Kit Christie reported two new members :
Virginia Duggins and Andree Thomas - - WELCOME!!
Jane also suggested that she contact non-members who have shown lWs
in local shows once she receives their names from John Hays.
SHOW COMMITTEE REPORT: Paula Martin was absent, thus no report was
given. Jane Kit Christie will contact Paula to make sure we received
approval to have our Specialty.
MATCH REPORT: Ken Taylor said things are well under way for our
April 27th Match in San Francisco. Day of match entries will be
taken from 10:00 to 10:45 AM. Mary Major will be giving a handling
class from 10:00 to 11:00 AM, and the judging will start at ll:OOAM.
Carol Gabriel is doing the judge's book; Linda Souza is bringing the
judge's gift; and Robin Burchett and Pat Holmes wi ll be taking day of
match entries. The members voted to have John Fitzpatrick and Terry
Burchett be our match photographers.
LURE COURSING: John Fitzpatrick asked Jane Kit Christie to take over
his position as Lure Course Chairper~on, and Jane agreed. Jane will
check with other clubs to see about getting a coursing event set up
for our club.
OLD BUSINESS: We are still looking for a place to have our general
meeting following the Golden Gate judging on Sat.,June 22nd.
NEW BUSINESS: (this was covered under Treasurer's report - Incorporation)
The meeting was adjourned at 2:15PM.
Respectfully submitted,
Robin Burchett
Secretary

Addendum to April 21, 1gs5 Board Meeting:
The meeting was re-opened at 2:40 PM, where it was decided to allow
Belle Hays $100.00 to purchase IW items from England to be auctioned
off to benefit the club. The motion was seconded by Janet Souza and
passed by the members present.
The meeting was re-adjourned at 2:45 PM.
Robin Burchett, Secretary
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wlnnera
Wine Country KC
Judge: Louis Auslander

April 19,1985
10/4/2

BOB- Ch. Solstrand Fenton of Bailebrae-Grotano
BOS,BOW,WB~ Moscail Meghan of Carroy-Rosebrock/Miller
WO- Kelley Glen's Rufus 0 1 Rourke- Foor
RWD- Wynn of Limerick - Souza/Souza
RWB- Connemara 1 s Molly 0 1 Malley- Henderson
Chief Solano KC
Judge: Gus R. Wolf

April 20,1985
12/11/2

BOB- Ch.Solstrand Fenton of Bailebrae-Grotano
BOS,WB- Fitzarran Madara 0 Bailebrae- Grotano
BOW,WD- Carroy Big Mack Attack-Rosebrock
RWD- Windy Hill Firstis - Salin
RWB- Oakwoods Aleta - Sanford
Sir Francis Drake .KC
Judge: John Davidson

April 21,19B5
14/9/4

BOB- Ch.Solstrand Fenton of Bailebrae-Grotano
BOS,BOW,WB- Moscail . Meghan of Carroy-Rosebrock/Miller
WO- Kelley Glen's Rufus O'Rourke- Foor
RWD- Destiny Shane O'Tosh- McCombs
RWB- Barra Gwynn C'est Moi Gwyneth- Aiken/Blanchette
Mensona KC
Judge: Mrs. Betsy LaHam

May 4,1985
8/3/4

BOB- Ch.Castlemaine Wee Willie- Shaw
BOW,WD- Major Acres Michael Murphy- Hall
BOS,WB- Moscail Meghan of Carroy-Rosebrock/Milier
RWD- Wynn of Limerick- Souza/Souza
RWB- Tory Meghan of Limerick- Burchett
Redwood Empire KC
Judge: Mrs. Mary Jenkins
BOB- Ch. Castlemaine Wee Willie- Shaw
BOS- Ch. Tory of Limerick- Burchett
BOW,WB- Major Acres Mandeegh- Trifeletti/Gabriel/Major
WO- Wynn of Limerick- Souza/Souza
RWD- Kelley Glen's Barnaby- Rogers
RWB- Moscail Meghan of Carroy-Rosebrock/Miller

May 5,1985
10/4/4
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT

(5-22-85)

Per recently instituted mail-in Board approval
voting method, the following new members are welcomed
into NCIWC:
Penny Bel-Worel
386 Alhambra St.
Vallejo, CA 94591

Ken & Karen Corriea
3506 Cardinal Drive
Concord, CA 94520

Rita Blaine
761 Atherton Ave.
Novato, CA 94947

Guy W. Metzler & Family
7670 Church St.-Apt.B
Gilroy, CA 95020

An updated list of books and magazines has been made
available to accompany prospective-member application
packages beginning in March 1985. Anyone joining NCIWC
prior to 3/85 and interested in receiving this revised
list, please send a SASE to JKChristie, Mmbrshps Chmn,
247 Belford Pl, Vacaville CA 95688.
New members indicating an interest in ASFA lure
coursing will also be receiving a copy of the ASFA
flyer "The Sport of Lure Coursing." This too will be
mailed to any member enclosing a SASF with their request.
As time permits, I'll try to gather various handouts in the form of ieprints, etc., to provide a brief
introduction w/ general information on topics checked
off in new-member questionnaire forms. I'll announce
their availability in future reports.

LURE COURSING
Per "Fanfare", supplement to ASFA's "Field Advisory
News," the following trial schedule is current as of
March 15, 1985. This schedule is updated by ASFA bimonthly & if additional information is required, let me
know. Out-of-Calif. dates (AZ, OR, CO, WA others) are
also available upon request.
June
June
July
Aug.

15:
30:
27:
4:

NCWFA, San Jose
NCWC, Rockville (near Fairfield)
IWAltJC (specialty) Santa Barbara
NCWFA, San Jose

Sept. 8: NCl~C, Rockville
Oct. 6: NCWFA, San Jose
Nov. 3: ~JCWFA, San Jose

A complete list of trial-giving clubs was printed in the
12/84 (XI-4) BUGLE and is also available from me upon
request accompanied by a SASE.
Jane Kit Christie 5/85

LIFE-SAVING PUPPY FORMULA
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Juliet Jaffray

...
I

Over the last fifteen years I've had the unfortunate privilege of
being a stand-in mother to a variety of orphaned puppies. Unfortunate,
because no human can ever really replace the natural mother's warmth,
instinctive know-how, or most especially, nature's formula - bitches'
milk. The privilege, of course, comes in when the homan can see the
dependent puppies grow stronger each day. Nothing touches the soft
spot in the heart more than to see a litter of pups nuzzling one another, contentedly finding comfort together in a furry little pile •
You know you've got real problems when you're left with an orphaned
pup the size of a Papillon. When the vet hands you a whole three
ounces of hungry puppy struggling to survive, there really isn't too
much to work with. And when in the next twenty-four hours the puppy
loses an ounce of weight on the standard canned formula and is fading
fast, there isn't much time left to experiment.
That's exactly what had happened the first time I tried this
amazing formula. From the first feeding on, there were steady signs
of improvement. Within the next few days the pup got stronger and
eagerly nursed from a pet bottle. The next few weeks were rewarding
to watch the puppy blossom. The story had a happy ending. 11 Deli te 11
was a delight.
I've used this formula on a fourteen-pup Lab litter, and as a
supplement for l~rge litters of Golden Retrievers. Always, the pups
responded with good strong legs and teeth, and shiny coats.
PUPPY FORMULA
1 can goats' milk
1 can water - using goat milk can as measure

Put milk and water into blender
Bring to boil in pan on stove 1 additional can water
Dissolve 2 envelopes unflavored gelatine in boiling water
Add to blender
dissolved gelatine
1 T plain yogurt
2 egg yolks
1 tsp. Karo syrup
Blend, fill bottles and refrigerate
Formula will get firm like jello; warm before serving. Liquid
vitamins can be added once a day - check this with your vet.
Evaporated milk can be substituted for goat milk if necessary or
if the pups seem to be getting too fat.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The Bugle sincerely th~nks Miss Jaffray, well-known author and breeder,
for sharing one of the secrets of her man~ years of success.
-Ed
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ABOUT TEMPERAMENT
A true story related to me by my next-door neighbor:
A little more than a year ago, a soccer tournament was being played
somewhere in Concord; an important game to determine final league
standing&. During mid-game, the soccer ball (for some reason, apparently the only ball available) sailed over the fence and landed in
someone's backyard when that homeowner was not at home to answer the
doorbell. Several frustrated game officials and two disappointed
soccer teams considered climbing the fence to retrieve the ball so
as to continuP. their game, BUT in this backyard, guarding its new
toy, was a huge shaggy dog, barking at all who were gathered round
to assess the situation.
When my neighbor's son Brandon finally made his way through the crowd
to personally see what the holdup was, he just shook his head in a
condescending manner at the on-lookers and hopped over the fence
before anyone could stop him, with an over-the-shoulder comment of,
"It's ONLY an Irish Wolfhound!"
The day was saved for these boys, the game continued without further
delay, and Brandon's team eventually won the event ••• because he
knew it was ~only" an Irish Wolfhound and that he was never in any
danger from thia rather intimidating hound. And so, Concord hound,
whoever you are, thanks for being "only" an Irish Wolfhound! You
made a lasting impression on dozens of people that day; first
through your size and appearance, and second and more importantly,
by being that someone special that only an IW can be!
JKChristie

WAYS TO WEIGH' - SCALE UPDATE
In the 12/SSBUGLE, I advised_that I'd "discovered"
what to me appeared to be a teriffic-scale for weighing
IWs. Well, just wanted to let anyone interested know
that (a) I did personally buy one, and (b) the platform
size of 15x21 really isn't large enough.
I measured the platform on my balance-beam scale and
the Omaha Vaccine platform was only a few inches smaller
in each dimension, so I thought it would work out okay.
Just those few inches, however, make a big difference and
none of my hounds (even the "littlest" one) will comfortably fit .
It's not a total waste tho ••• I'll soon be off to find
a local sheet-metal shop to have a larger platform made
for my Omaha Vaccine calf scale. The platform part is
independent of the actua~ weighing mechanism, so having
this platform designed to be a foot larger in each direction (don't really need a foot, but if I'm going to the
effort anyway, may as-well make it really big!) .should do
the trick. Will keep you posted on how this works out.
Jane Kit Christie 5/85
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FRIENDS and MEMBERS of the N.C.I.W.C.
It is that time of year again; the N;C.I.W.C. Specialty is approaching.

I am taking this opportunity to kindly ask your assistance in making
the Specialty Show catalog a success.
This can only be accomplished by your support in using the catalog to
list your kennel or puppies, or to picture your dea~ Wolfhound friend
and winner. Publication in the catalog is an excellent way to say
hello and good luck to your friends and fellow wolfhounders.
Our Specialty Catalog needs you!

**DEADLINE** FIRST WEEK OF AUGUST, 1g85 * *

0 Catalog

Ads -

Include Photo and Copy - Full page

$25.00

Half page (no photo) - $20.00
Thirdpage(no photo) - $15.00
Ortr page (no photo) - $10.00
Business card
~ $ 5.00

0 Please

send to:

Paula Silverman Martin
660 N. El Camino Real
San Mateo, CA 94401
(415) 343 - 7180

Thank you, one and all,
Russell Gene Greene
Chairman, Catalog Advertising
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PARVO VACCINE WARNING

The importance of a new study by veterinarian Michael Passarella and
breeder Kennan Glaser and reported in the AKC Gazette should be noted
by all breeders, exhibitors and, in fact, all dog owners. Both Mary
Major and Jane Kit Christie sent the article in to the Bugle with the
aim of spreading the alarm as much as possible.
Clues to this problem came from puppies and dogs showing disease
symptoms after having been vaccinated with the combination of DHLP
and canine parvovirus. The DHLP vaccine (distemper,hepatit is,leptospirosis and parainfluenza) administered alone has long been safe, but
the addition of the parvo vaccine can have serious or fatal results.
The study shows that "the canine parvovirus vaccine suppresses the dog's
natural defenses against infectious diseases such as distemper. If he
is vaccinated at that time for other diseases such as distemper, he is
susceptible to contracting distemper because that vaccine is composed
of modified live distemper virus. 11 There is the additional possibility
that the parvo vaccine may also cause the failure of other vaccines in
d~gs as well.
Dogs need the benefits of a parvo vaccine, but care must be taken with
its administration. The AKC Gazette article lists four cautions:
1) DO NOT administer modified live canine parvovirus vaccine in
combination with other vaccines, especially canine distemper
in dogs ~ vaccinated ~· It is wise to allow at least
two weeks to elapse between the administration of parvo vaccine
and that of other vaccines.
2) Puppies given canine parvovirus vaccine should be isolated as
much as possible for at least two weeks. Contact with other
animals should be avoided. Dog shows and field trials should
be avoided as should contact with stray dogs. Vaccinated dogs
should not be bred to animals from the outside for at least
two weeks.
3) Observe dogs carefully for signs of disease during the three
week period after administering parvo vaccine.
4) DO NOT administer parvo vaccine to any dog that has any viral
or bacterial infection. Wait at least two weeks after he has
recovered before administering parvo vaccine.
Show dogs should be vaccinated well in advance of show season so that
their protection can be maximized during the prime time of exposure
and so that they are not suscept i ble to disea ses because of the immune
suppression.
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MAN AND HIS DOG
By Bil Gilbert

,,

~

The association between humans and canines (which are descended
from wolves) began before man was making permanent records. No other
cooperative relationship between mammals is so ancient, so complex,
and so intimate as this one. The consensus of ethnological-ethological
speculation is that wolves and man started meeting regularly while
preying on hooved beasts that roamed the plains that covered much of
Eurasia and North America below the glacier line in the mesolithic
period, some 20,000 years ago. First they may only have scavenged
each other's kills. From that they formed the habit of hanging around
together, looking for food, poaching prey that the other clan or pack
was hunting.
Over a longish period of time, man made some useful discoveries
about wolves. If, rather than simply tolerating these animals, he
brought young ones into his camp and fed them, they became more
tractable and could be employed to sniff out, flush, pursue and catch
game in cooperation with human hunters. It was found that some canines
would, if properly encouraged, drive wild stock in a given direction,
cut out selected animals and hold herds in place until slaughter time.
It's now generally agreed that canines thus became the first domesticated animals and, more significant, the primary tool for domesticating other animals. Ac~ording to archaeological . evidence, the second
species domesticated was the reindeer, but there are no records oJ men
having reindeer without also having dogs. Logic indicates that man
couldn't have captured reindeer - and later goats, shee~ cattle,pigs, .
etc.- or been able to keep them close to him, to _learn how to breed
and manage them without the cooperation of dogs.
Animal husbandry and agriculture may still rank as the two most
important adaptations humanity has ever made. Both came at about the
same time, as brilliant responses to a massive environmental crisis.
The weather changed and grew warmer. The glaciers .melted. The open
tundra was replaced through much of the human range with heavy forests
in which men had great difficulty hunting and traveling. Without
canines, man might have come up with another solution to surviving in
his dank, post-mesolithic habitat. However, it seems fairly certain
that had he not devised the dog tool he would have developed a vastly
different culture.
That canines and humans did get together is a matter of considerable
importance. Perhaps more thought-proyoking is the possibility that
this " relationship was meant to be, that common and compatible elements
in our respective deep natures made the union inevitable.
Genetically, man is most closely related to the primates, while
dogs belong in the raccoon-bear neighborhood. However, i fother filing
criteria - behavioral or ecological - are used, it can be argued that
men and wild canines are more similar to each other than they are to
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MAN AND HIS DOG cont'd
other animals, that they were predispose.d to get along. They are two
of the most plastic and malleable of mammals. Being omnivores, which
can survive and thrive nearly everywhere, they are less restricted
by climate, habitat and food sources than most other mammals. In
pursuing the same prey, early men and canines used similar hunting
strategies. This may nof be the reason they got together in the first
place; but it has made it possible for them to run together for as
long and .far as they have.
Being so spl endi dl y endowed to function as generalists, man and dog
have remained genetically flexible; each has retained a basic model
with a lot of options that can rather easily - as these things go be added or eliminated as circumstances require. While there are
strikingly different races among Homo sapiens, men accept the proposition that they are, as the saying goes, all brothers under the skin.
However, more in the interests of taxonomical consistency than logic,
the genus Canis encompasses a number of distinct species - wolves,
coyotes and the domestic dog. In fact all these creatures belong to a
single genetic type, as do the races of man. Members of it are structurally almost identical, can interbreed and produce fertile offspring
and, despite some superficially disparate characteristics made as
adaptations to special environments, are in essence no more dissimilar
than Caucasians and pygmies.
Humans and canines of the same genetic type tend to produce offspring that avry considerably:black and white puppies in the same
litter, blond and brunette children in the same family. We also seem
to vary in behavioral traits. Many observations of domestic dog
litters and wolf litters suggest that sibling pups may di ff er markedly
as to aggressiveness, sociability, learning ability and the inclination
to be leaders or followers.(For no apparent environmental reasons,
some wolves hav~ such poor social skills that they become loners) The
same holds true for us.
When they first began associating, man and dog were conditioned to
interact with individuals of different abilities and status, to accept
and exercise authority. Thus a pup taken into a human clan was predisposed to obey and defer to a human leader as it would have deferred
to a dominant pack animal. Both species are territorial, possessive in
regard to communal and private property, and chauvinistic, having a
well developed sense of "us and them" in relation to foreign groups of
their own kind.
Like all social animals, both species are communicative - and in
much ·the same ways, expressing themselves withsounds and gestures.
Though neither species has mastered the other's language, there's a
mutual awareness that each has one, that rough translations are possible and desirable. Taking nothing away from singing whales and

MAN AND HIS DOG cont'd
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signing chimps, all other forms of communication between species are
crude compared to that employed between humans and dogs. They've
developed a "homocanis" vocabulary that enables them to tell each
other about feelings with precision and to exchange a considerable
amount of information.
Archaeological evidence shows that 5,000 years or so ago, dogs
and people w~re commonly living together in the neolithic villages
of Eurasia, Africa and North America, the animals employed as hunters,
herders, guards and beasts of burden. No doubt they were also useful
village scavengers and often a food source. These isolated settlements served as excellent laboratories in which what is now the
lengthiest of all our experiments in selective breeding was begun.
Working with the polymorphic canines, speeding up natural selection
by arranging their matings-occasionally, it appears, adding a dash
of wild wolf or jackal blood-early genetic engineers rather quickly
developed a number of strains. Some, like the polar breeds, the malamutes and huskies, retained many of their primitive wolfish tendencies. The Egyptian gazehound, forerunner of the greyhound and saluki,
with its sleek build and narrow head may have derived from the golden
jackal of Africa and As ia.
By the beginning of the historical era the prototypes for most of
th~ modern breeds of dog were in place-the working,hunting,terrier
and toy types. As travel became easier, domestic dogs became trade
and souvenir items, itinerant merchants and warriors chancingupon
appealing breeds in some backwoods community and taking them home
to breed or to add to their own canine recipes. All of which in time
led to fhe Westminster Kennel Club and apricot poodle hair styl~sts. ·
Superficially, the man-dog relationship sometimes seems rather
one way, with men reaping most of the benefits-from having their
sheep herded to getting their slippers fetched-and exercising all
the power. But in the long, evolutionary term, the arrangement
seems to ,have been fairly equitable, not to mention that food out of
a can is a lot easier for dogs to obtain than meat on the hoof.
It's the quality of intimacy - the manner in which men and dogs work,
play, eat, sleep together; are bored, stimulated, joyful, fearful together; are forever trying to accommodate one another-that makes the
arrangement unique, more truly symbiotic and less predatory and parasitic than that of any other mammalian relationship. In effect,
we've created an interspecific society in which the rewards and responsibilities are distributed rather evenly. Though the opportunities
for traditional canine work (coralling reindeer and the rest) are
disappearing, there's every reason to believe that the closeness
between man and dog will not only continue but will become tighter
rather than more trivial.
Man's- best-friend stories, testimonials to the devotion, perceptiveness and accommodative behavior of individual dogs are so com-
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MAN AND HIS DOG cont'd
monplace as to be unremarkable. Nevertheless, these tales provide
convincing proof of how successful the effort at fixing responsive
traits in Canis familiaris has been. Plainly, dogs are more sensitive to man than is any other species, and there are many people
who feel that a dog is more sensitive to them than most other
people are. It'~ this characteristic that suggests that dogs have
a bright future in society. They were equipped when they first met
man to help him deal with the problems of the grim post-mesolithic
bush. They now seem to be beautifully endowed for assisting him in
the contemporary psychic jungles. Many reports, both folk and.clinical, suggest that one of the most dependable preventives against
and therapies for angst, loneliness, feelings of isolation and
alienation from our environment and attendant depressions and frights,
is the companionship of a good dog. It may be that rather than
needing dogs less because he no longer has reindeer, man needs dogs
more because he no longer has reindeer.
Discover - 5/85

*

*

*

*

Many thanks to Robin Burchett for .sending in this article.

"I sent the dog in lo wake up your father - now will you go in
and-!"

Q:What is a canine
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mismate shot" and is it safe?

A:The mismate shot is a hormone injection designed to prevent the implantation and development of a fertilized egg. The best time to give
it is 3 to , 5 days after the onset of standing-for-breedi ng behavior
in the bitch. Treatment is not always effective, and although the incidence of adverse effects is low, anemia and/or urine abnormalities
can follow. For · this reason, breeders often find it wiser to allow a
valuable brood bitch to complete even an undesired pregnancy and rebreed later.
- Animal Health Newsletter

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Nasal Dermatitis This is a modern ailment thought to be attributable to new-age
plastics. Allergy-prone dogs develop raw, runny sores in the area
around the nose, lips and chin. The belief is that some dogs are
sensitive to a material used to make plastic food dishes. It is
further thought that it may be the coloring agent in these dishes
because the problem is reported more often after the use of yellow
and/or orange dishes. A switch to the use of ceramic or of stainless steel feeding dishes clears up the rash.

*
*
A Reminder:

*

*

*

*

*

*

Animal Toxicology (Poison) Hotline - 24 hours a day • 7 days a week 1 Phone: 217 - 333 - 3611
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Handy Tip
From the Animal Health Newsletter, finally a good use for flea collarsPut one in the vacuum cleaner bag. The vapors will kill fleas~ larvae
picked up by the vaccum.

*
*
*
*
*
From Jane Wandruff -

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

When all else failed to relieve the pain of arthritis in an elderly
Wolfhound, Yucca pills (Health Food store) in conjunction with an
asprinless pain pill (Advil) made the dog feel like a kid again!!
This was vet-supervised. Jane is blessed with a vet who is not
afraid to go back to ~ldtime remedies when appropriate.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Oldtimers' Wisdom NOT recommended for Wolfhounds!
An invaluable tip from a Civil War era newspaper for the cattle
owners among you:
11 To relieve choked cattle, fire a gun under them, and the
excessive fright will clear the throat."
- ALL News
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Because it is time to talk about fleas again, here ar e some good ideas
from the latest issue of DOG FANCY magazine for natural control:
"ESSENTIAL OILS . These distillates from herbs interfere with an insect's
ability to sense moisture, heat and the breath of its victims. Oils
also repel mosquitoes. Among the best are citronella, cedarwood, orange,
eucalyptus, pennyroyal, sassafras, lavendar, geranium, clove, rue and
mint. Apply the oil to the dog's fur or add 1/4 teaspoon to a water dip
solution. Use oils sparingly on dogs with sensitive skin, as they can be
irri t ating .
"AROMATIC HERBS. Powdered herbs that repel fleas are: sage, tobacco, wormwood, eucalyptus, sassafras, bay leaf and vetiver. Dust them on and repeat as needed . Rich Health and Natra Pet also market herbal fleapowders
to be used in the house and yard."
Another substitute for chemical sprays and bombs is an easy, inexpensive
trap which I have tried and which works - although my fleas are not in
full swinQ as yet: A flea trap consists of any shallow plate or pan, filled with soapy
water. Soap softens the water so that fleas sink and drown instead of
floating and jumping out of the dish again. To lure fleas into the trap,
a lamp with a low wattage bulb is set beside the dish so the light shines
on the water (a goose-neck lamp is best). This is done at night, of course,
and all night long the little nippers are seeing the light, jumping into
the water and drowning. In the morning, just throw the bodies out. Best
location for these traps is any high-traffic area. This
from DOG FANCY.

THE HOUNDS'BUGLE
The Hounds' Bugle is published 6 times a year; June~ August, October,
Deceeber, February and April . The editor reserves the right to edit
or refuse any aaterial suba i tted for publication . Articles published
are the. opinions of the authors and ~o not necessarily reflect the views'
of the editor or of the club. Permission to reprint wr itten portions
is granted only (a) to ot he r Irish Wolfhound clubs and (b)if credit is
given. Articles and/o r com • ents are welcom e an d s o licited.

SUGSCRIPTION RATES
NCIWC Members
Free
~~on-members· •
$5 . 00 a yr.
Single copies
$1.00

ADVERTISING RAT<S
Full page • .
$8.00
$5 . 00
Half page • •
Photo with ad
$10.00 odditional
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